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2,00 mm
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min.6

EXCELLENT

≤10

CONFORM

THICKNESS (ISO 24346)

SIZE OF ROLLS (ISO 24342)

TRANSPARENT WEAR LAYER (ISO 24340)

WEIGHT (ISO 23997)

REACTION TO FIRE (EN 13501-1)

ABRASION RESISTANCE (EN 660-2)

IN-USE CLASSIFICATION (ISO 10581 & 10582)

Meet European standard

ELECTRIC RESISTANCE (EN 1081)

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY (ISO 23999) %

RESIDUAL INDENTATION (ISO 24343-1) mm 

CASTOR CHAIR RESISTANCE (ISO 4918)

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (ISO 10456) W/m.K

FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION (EN 717-1)

SLIP RESISTANCE (EN 13893)

ANTI-SLIPPING (DIN 51130)

RESISTANCE TO BACTERIUM (EN ISO 846, met.3)

COLOUR FASTNESS TO ARTIFICIAL LIGHT (ISO 105-B02)

STAIN AND CHEMICAL RESISTANCE (ISO 26987)

VOC (EN ISO 16000-9) (after 28 days)

ANTIBACTERIAL PROTECTION (ISO 22196)

DATA SHEETGENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
HPV LIDER EXTRANOVO NVE heterogeneous vinyl brings together 
the excellent characteristics provided by its designs, which makes it 
a flooring that develops a new perspective for your business or 
living space.
The surface PVT (Pure Vinyl Transparent) and the most advanced 
process of protection, which turn the product into the flooring with 
the highest resistance to transit of persons in work areas, ideal for 
high traffic public areas, like offices, commercials, light industrial 
areas, and other.

APPLICATIONS
Satisfactory in all areas of public building.
For reasons of various kinds, the construction of a multi-use floor 
was proposed, bringing together, as far as possible, the largest 
number of distinguished areas.
Based on these results, the HPV LIDER EXTRANOVO NVE design 
flooring was created, ideal for the development of different areas 
such as offices, rehabilitation centers, libraries, universities, nursing 
homes, advanced technology centers, etc.

INSTALLATION
HPV LIDER EXTRANOVO NVE must be installed on a smooth, flat 
and dry base. The joints will not be welded. The pavement 
will be glued to the base screed with an approved adhesive.

RAISED FLOOR
This covering is designed to also be a suitable covering as a in-use 
surface of Raised Access Floor Gamaflor.

SPECIFICATION TEXT 
In the prescribed area, a heterogeneous vinyl flooring will be 
installed in rolls with a PVT protection system, in the format of 
12x1,5 m rolls of 2,00 mm thickness and a 0,8 mm transparent use 
layer and embossed surface, color to choose by the D.F. The 
flooring must have a classification for use according to ISO 10581 
& 10582, classification 23-34-43.

ANTISTATIC PROPERTIES


